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MIAMI COLLECTION

 YOUR COMFORT ZONE

Living area aesthetics is for Dolcefarniente a claim of space that 

expresses the pleasure of knowing how to live in the most refi-

ned and intimate comfort. Miami Collection perfectly interprets 

this vision with a high-impact modular style to design a personal 

horizon of absolute comfort. These large sofas that have large 

soft seats with the latest-generation padding, are embellished 

with a seductive design, rich in refined details and high-quality 

handcrafted finishes. An oasis of luxury enhanced by prestigious 

decorative fabrics that the Maison Pierre Frey creates exclusively 

for DFN. Vibrations of pure pleasure that give us back a very 

personal time in a new dimension: your comfort zone.
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MIAMI - 3 seat sofa, armchair, dormeuse and coffee table FIJI - outdoor rug
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MIAMI - corner elements big, metal coffee table and pouf ETERNAL - hexagonal fireplace
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It takes character to be the centre of attention in the middle of 

space. An entity that Miami Collection expresses in every ele-

ment through harmony and balance. Seeing, touching, imagining 

comfort – this is the dynamic vision of living that the collection 

communicates. A horizon of refined comfort in which the soft 

and welcoming lines are in harmony with the elegant metal legs 

that lift the furnishings with rigorous momentum. This design re-

lates to unique fabrics characterised by refined, seductive, evo-

cative colours and patterns, creating the new metamorphosis of 

beauty. Because beauty is first and foremost an idea of   authentic 

elegance.
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MIAMI - dormeuses and pouf with diagonal backrest
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MIAMI - sun bed, canopy bed and coffee tables
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MIAMI - corner elements big, metal coffee table and poufs DOLCEFARNIENTE MONOGRAM - outdoor rug
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MIAMI - corner elements big, metal coffee table and poufs DOLCEFARNIENTE MONOGRAM - outdoor rug
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Miami is a collection that reflects the most dynamic interpre-

tations of space. A versatile composition that knows how to 

express attention to comfort and care for conviviality in a va-

riety of elegant solutions. A sophisticated range of furnishings 

that redesign the living experience away from stereotypes.

From sofas to tables, to sun loungers, each object is made from 

hand-woven synthetic resin webbing to design textures that are 

luxurious to touch. The particularly refined fabrics, the round 

and cosy shapes, the soft and wide cushions, the elegant metal 

legs, all contribute to increasing the pleasure of living.
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MIAMI - sectional sofa with stand alone armrests and metal coffee tables
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MIAMI - sectional sofa with stand alone armrests and metal coffee table
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MIAMI - sun bed, sun bed big and coffee table
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MIAMI - sun bed and sunbed big ETERNAL - square vases
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MIAMI -  round table, bridge chair and flower stand
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MIAMI - sectional sofa, pouf and metal side table ARUBA FRAME - outdoor rug
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MIAMI - sectional sofa, metal coffee table and poufs ARUBA FRAME - outdoor rug
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Elegance is a way of life; it is elusive but always recognisable 

beauty. With Miami Collection, Dolcefarniente has conceived a 

new and personal language that reveals a complex perspective 

on the representation of living in space and in life. Each object 

in the Collection is a fulcrum of positive, intense and vibrant 

energy, an ode to lightness to accompany the time of those who 

seek the intimate pleasure of living beyond any patterns in space.
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MIAMI - dormeuses
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MIAMI - rectangular table and bridge chair 21 
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